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“Inventions grow old and are superseded by other inventions and being the creation of the constructive schemes of mortal men, are themselves mortal. But the laws which the stars and the planets obey and have always obeyed in their paths through the heavens are unchangeable; they never grow old, and therefore they are immortal; they are part of the eternal truth.”

M. I. Pupin (1923)

Michel (Mihajlo) Idvorski Pupin refers to the laws of nature as the eternal truth. Perhaps, the reason why we are often in search of more accurate models to represent the operations of the world, is to come closer to its understanding, closer to this truth.

In the domain of computational chemistry, accuracy does not always translate to complexity. To understand the how’s and why’s, simple models of a target system based on the well-founded laws of quantum physics and chemistry—the laws atoms and molecules obey, can lead to scientific revelations the same way as more complex models would do, especially if the model in question is studied by a framework based on those laws. Density Functional Theory (DFT) is one of such frameworks.

In essence, the model of the target system is created by our interpretation and current understanding of the real environment. The beauty of DFT is that it can simulate this model, as if it were simulating the real world. However, sometimes the outcome from DFT does not follow exactly what we expect from chemical concepts or from what we see experimentally. There are two major reasons for this discrepancy. One is that the model is not encapsulating the important interactions, or “something” is not being considered, and this could be because we do not have enough information or knowledge of the real system. The second reason is the limitation of DFT itself, more precisely the overestimations or underestimations of system properties; mostly a fault of the approximate functionals used in DFT. Knowing these limitations is immensely important, as it allows us to discriminate the results, and also encourages us to improve the methods and consequently propose hypotheses to build new knowledge.

In this thesis, we investigate simple computational electrochemical methods, their usability and ways to improve their accuracy (Chapters 2-4), and apply them to the study of Formic acid oxidation and production via a collaborative experimental and computational study (Chapter 5-6)
1.1 Theoretical Background

It took several decades for quantum-chemical methods to develop into what we have today, all driven by the same ultimate goal: to be able to compute the values of physical properties that describe chemical systems, for instance, energy, bond lengths, bond frequencies, and how such properties change as the system interacts with different environments. In heterogeneous (electro)catalysis, we are interested in the interaction between solids (the electrode), molecules (the reactants or intermediates), and the electrolyte (solvent and ions).

This section gives a summary of the theoretical background behind Quantum Chemistry and DFT gathered from various books and articles.\(^2-^6\) In quantum mechanics, particles are described by the wave function, \(\psi\). This function of state contains all the information about their physical properties. Besides, \(|\psi|^2\) is the probability density of finding the particle in a certain region of space, and the value of a physical property is obtained through the action of a corresponding Hermitian operator on the wave function. Here, we focus on the stationary (time-independent) Schrödinger equation (1926).\(^7\)

\[
\hat{H}\psi(r_i) = E\psi(r_i)
\]  

Eq.1.1 describes a one-particle system \(i\), with coordinates \(r_i\). \(\hat{H}\) is the Hamiltonian operator, the energy operator, defined as; \(\hat{H} = \hat{T} + \hat{V}\), the sum of the kinetic energy operator, \(\hat{T}\), and the potential energy operator \(\hat{V}\). For atoms, the low weight of the electrons compared to the heavy nuclei allows treating the dynamics of electrons and nuclei separately. This allows approximating the full (time dependent) Schrödinger equation by an electronic Schrödinger equation, that is stationary and does not contain the kinetic energy of the ions, and a nuclear Schrödinger equation, that can often be treated classically.

This is the so-called Born-Oppenheimer approximation (B-O, 1927).\(^8\) Within this approximation the electronic Hamiltonian operator is

\[
\hat{H} = \hat{T}_e + \hat{V}_{ee} + \hat{V}_{en} + \hat{V}_{ext}
\]  

and it takes into account the kinetic energy of the electrons and their potential energy (arising from electron-electron interactions, \(\hat{V}_{ee}\), attractive electron-nucleus interaction, \(\hat{V}_{en}\), and an external potential, \(\hat{V}_{ext}\)). The electron-nucleus interaction is then treated as the attraction between the electron and the field of the fixed nucleus. In Eq.1.1 the eigenfunction \(\psi\) corresponding to the lowest energy eigenstate \(E\) is the ground state wave function. \(E\) is then the corresponding ground state energy of the electronic one-electron wave function at 0K.

However, we are primarily interested in finding the ground-state energy of interacting solids and molecules, that is a system of many atoms, meaning a
system of many electrons, and so the ground state of such system can be
determined if we solve the following equation, known as the many-electron
Schrödinger equation.

\[ \hat{H}\psi(r_1, r_2, r_3 \ldots r_N) = E\psi(r_1, r_2, r_3 \ldots r_N) \] \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

This equation “is the starting point for computational materials science, and the
ground-state properties of any system can be determined by solving this
equation, if we have a method to solve it.”

J. G. Lee

Eq.1.3 depends on \(3\times N\) coordinates as the number of \(N\) particles increases and,
therefore, it becomes too complex to solve, both analytically and numerically,
when there are electrons interacting with all the other electrons at the same time.
This is where Density Functional Theory (DFT) proposes a simplification that
allows the computation of an approximate solution to Eq.1.3.

Before discussing the quantum mechanical framework of Density Functional
Theory, we note that other quantum chemical-mechanical frameworks have been
developed to solve the many-body Schrödinger equation. One of the
mathematical problems is the presence of correlation, that is the electrons
interacting with the field created by the other electrons. The Hartree-Fock (HF)
method (1930) gives an approximation to this interaction, and although it gives
reasonable results for small molecules, it does not do so well for solids. The error
in the approximation, arises from replacing the exact electron-electron interaction
with a mean-field interaction. Besides the HF method, other methods worth
mentioning for solving the many-body Schrödinger equation are: variational
methods such as the configuration interaction method (CI), non-variational
methods such as the couple cluster method (CC), many-body perturbation
Theory (MBPT) and Møller-Plesset approaches.

### 1.1.1 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

The bases of Density Functional Theory rely on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems\(^9\)
and the equations derived by Kohn and Sham.\(^{10}\) The first theorem states that the
ground-state electronic density, \(\rho_0(r)\), contains the same precise information
about the system as the ground-state wave function \(\psi_0\) and, therefore, the
ground-state wave function can be expressed as a functional of the ground-state
electronic density. This allows to write the ground-state expectation value of the
Hamiltonian as a functional of \(\rho_0\). Knowing the molecular Hamiltonian, the
many-electron Schrödinger equation can be solved and the ground-state energy
of the system and numerous electronic properties of the system can be obtained.
Thus, in practice, the first theorem establishes that the ground-state energy of a
many-body system, \(E_0[\rho]\), is a functional of the ground-state electronic density,
which depends on an external potential, \(\nu_{\text{ext}}(r)\). The total energy
functional, \(E_t[\rho]\), can be represented as
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\[ E_v[\rho] = F[\rho] + \int v_{ext}(r)\rho(r)dr \]  

1.4

where \( F[\rho] = T[\rho] + V_{ee}[\rho] \), is a universal functional of the density and contains the kinetic energy, \( T[\rho] \), and the electron-electron interaction, \( V_{ee}[\rho] \), and is independent of \( v_{ext}(r) \).

The second theorem (proven with the variational principle) states that there exists an energy functional, \( E_{0}[\rho] \), that is minimized by the correct or ideal ground-state electron density, \( \rho_0 \), in the external potential, \( v_{ext}(r) \), and that the minimal value of the energy functional represents the ground-state energy of the system, \( E_0 \).

\[ E_v[\rho] \geq E_v[\rho_0] = E_0 \]  

1.5

The theorems provide the fundamental principles of DFT but do not allow for its practical use. The practical use of DFT lies within the Kohn-Sham formalism. In this formalism, the Schrödinger equation is written for a fictitious system of non-interacting particles moving in an effective potential with the same density as a system of interacting particles. The following is a one-electron Schrödinger-like equation, named the Kohn-Sham equation, and can be solved iteratively.

\[ \left( -\frac{1}{2}\nabla^2 + v_0 \right)\phi_i = \epsilon_i \phi_i \]  

1.6

The eigenvalue \( \epsilon_i \) is the Kohn-Sham energy of the Kohn-Sham orbital \( \phi_i \), \( v_0 \) is the effective potential, and the electronic density distribution is calculated by summing all the occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals, \( \phi_i \).

\[ \rho(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\phi_i(r)|^2 \]  

1.7

The general expression of the total energy of the ground state in this formalism is

\[ E[\rho] = v_{ext}(r) + T[\rho] + V_{coulomb}[\rho] + E_{xc}[\rho] \]  

1.8

The first term on the right-hand side is the external potential, the second term is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting electrons (the fictitious Kohn-Sham system), the third term represents the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons, and the fourth term is the exchange and correlation energy, which includes all interactions not accounted for by the other terms (see below). The exchange and correlation energy, \( E_{xc}[\rho] \), is the only term in the Kohn-Sham formalism that cannot be computed from first principles. To assess the energy of the real system it is necessary to approximate this unknown term.
Therefore, the usefulness of DFT depends on the ability to find approximations to the exchange and correlation energy functional in a way that they can represent the system of interest in an accurate and time-effective manner.\textsuperscript{11}

The exchange-correlation energy is the sum of the exchange energy, $E_x$, and the correlation energy, $E_c$, Eq.1.9.

$$E_{xc} = E_x + E_c$$

The exchange energy results from the anti-symmetry of the electronic wave function, takes into account the repulsive interaction between electrons of the same spin (Pauli exclusion principle), and can be evaluated exactly. The correlation energy results from the tendency of electrons to stay away from each other to decrease the Coulombic interaction. It is more pronounced for electrons of opposite spins as they are more likely to occupy the same orbitals. Exact electronic correlation cannot be calculated analytically. Besides the quantum exchange and correlation effects, the term, $E_{xc}$, contains the correction to the fictitious non-interacting system’s kinetic energy from the real system’s kinetic energy ($\Delta T =$ real -non-real).

Nowadays, various approximations exist for the exchange-correlation energy functional, $E_{xc}[\rho]$. Here are some of them:

- **Local density approximation (LDA)\textsuperscript{10}**
  - Commonly used for the description of bulk metals and surfaces, its geometric predictions are usually accurate. However, it has difficulties when describing molecules and ionic systems where the electron density changes rapidly in space. It tends to overestimate binding energies and fails to reproduce ionization potentials.

- **Generalized gradient approximation functionals, (GGAs)**
  - Give good results for molecular geometries and ground-state energies. The most commonly used are: PW91,\textsuperscript{12} PBE,\textsuperscript{13} RPBE\textsuperscript{14}.

- **Hybrid functionals,**
  - These are a linear combination of the (exact) exchange calculated with HF and exchange-correlation energies from other approximations. They are widely used for molecules and solids with localized electrons. Common hybrid functionals are PBE0 (25% of exact exchange combined with PBE exchange-correlation),\textsuperscript{15,16} HSE,\textsuperscript{17} B3LYP\textsuperscript{18} and the Minnesota meta-hybrids.\textsuperscript{19}

DFT can be applied to many different systems, to name a few: solids, gases, liquids, polymers, ice, and chemical solutions. Depending on the system that we
want to study, specific basis sets are required. The basis set is a group of functions that expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals, \( \phi_i \), and their linear combination describes the wave function of the system. The basis set can be local (atom-centered orbitals), non-local (expanded through space) and augmented. Local basis sets are preferable to represent atoms and molecules with orbitals localized around the atoms. A commonly used local basis set is the Gaussian basis set. John Pople, who shared the Noble Prize with Walter Kohn in 1998, named the computational chemistry code “Gaussian” after these orbitals. Due to their local nature, they cannot describe well long-range interactions. Augmented basis sets include additional basis functions to those already present on the atoms, basically adding additional “subshells”. Non-local basis sets are based on plane-wave functions, which require the use of periodic-boundary conditions, and are the gold standard for solids.

1.1.2 Free energies and adsorption potentials

The first and main motivation of this thesis is to outline simple computational methods based on first principles calculations using DFT for electrochemical systems. I will focus on affordable methods that can provide a tradeoff between computational expense and accuracy. Specifically focus on solvation effects near the surface of the electrode, the use of thermodynamic cycles to compute solution-phase energies of charged species, and the description of a correction scheme to detect gas-phase errors on the free energies of target molecules important for calculating adsorption processes in electrocatalysis. The second motivation of this thesis is to apply these simple methods to study complex adsorption processes at the Pd_{ml}Pt(111) electrode surface. All the adsorption processes investigated experimentally were performed by Dr. Xiaoting Chen from our group.

Now we zoom out from the quantum chemistry regime and move our focus toward the thermodynamics of the system, which is obtained from the mathematical manipulation of the energies obtained from the DFT calculations. Often, the questions we try to answer do not require intensive computational resources: affordable and accurate simplifications are enough. In the context of electrocatalysis, we are interested in energies of adsorption of species at the interface between the catalyst and the electrolyte. The thermodynamic property that can provide such information is the Gibbs free energy of the reaction, 
\[ G(T, P) = U + PV - TS, \]
where, \( T \) and \( P \) are the temperature and pressure, \( U \) is the internal energy, \( P \) and \( V \) are pressure and volume and, in general, we are interested in processes at standard conditions, namely, 1 atm and 298.15 K.

To calculate the free energies of adsorption processes, we require the energies of the individual components of the system. As shown in Figure 1.1, we need the energy of the species in the gas phase, the energies of the solution-phase species (those in the bulk of the solution), the energies of the interacting electrode-adsorbate system, and finally the energy of the electrode itself.
Figure 1.1
Illustration of the electrochemical environment and the different levels of abstraction as analyzed with DFT.

The reaction free energies are calculated as the difference of the individual free energies of the reactants and products of the chemical reaction we are investigating.

\[ \Delta G^* = \sum G_{products} - \sum G_{reactants} \]  

The individual free energies are calculated as,

\[ G^* = E_{DFT} + E_{ZPE} + \int_{T=0}^{T} C_p \, dT - TS \]  

\( E_{DFT} \) is the relative energy given by the DFT simulation extrapolated to 0 K, \( E_{ZPE} \) is the zero-point vibrational energy calculated using statistical mechanics equations within the harmonic oscillator approximation, as shown in Eq.1.12, where \( h \) is Planck’s constant \((4.13567662 \times 10^{-15} eV \cdot s)\) and \( \nu_i \) are the frequencies of the vibrational modes \( i \), in energy terms expressed as \( \varepsilon_i \). \( T \) is the temperature \((298.15 \, K)\) and \( S \) is the entropy. For adsorbates, \( S \) contains only the vibrational contributions calculated using Eq.1.13, and for gas-phase species, \( S \) includes all entropy contributions and is taken from standard thermodynamic tables. In Eq. 1.13, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( 3N \) is the number of modes per atom of the adsorbate, \( \beta = 1/k_B T \), and \( \varepsilon_i \) are the energies obtained from the calculated frequencies. The free energy of the surface slab is approximated as the energy without the contributions from the zero-point energy and entropy.
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\[ E_{ZPE} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{2} \hbar v_i \]  

\[ S_{vib} = k_B \sum_{i=1}^{3N} \left[ -\ln \left( 1 - e^{\beta \epsilon_i} \right) + \frac{\beta \epsilon_i}{e^{\beta \epsilon_i} - 1} \right] \]

Note that within this thesis the enthalpic correction term \((\int_{T=0}^{T} C_p \, dT)\) in Eq. 1.11, determined from heat capacity data, is neglected unless stated otherwise. When computing reaction energies, this term can often be neglected for systems with no hindered rotations without much loss of accuracy.

For an adsorption reaction like Eq. 1.14, \(* nH_2O\) represents the surface with adsorbed water, \(A_{(g)}\) is a gas-phase molecule, \(H^+ + e^-\) are a solvated proton and an electron, and \(* [AH - nH_2O]\) is the co-adsorbed hydrogenated molecule and water system. In Chapter 4, we will discuss in detail how to determine the errors associated to the formation energies of gas-phase species and why it is useful to correct them.

\[ * nH_2O + A_{(g)} + H^+ + e^- \rightarrow * [AH - nH_2O] \]  

Within the computational hydrogen electrode approach,\(^{23}\) the energy corresponding to the proton-electron pair is set equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \mu_{H_2} - neU\), where \(U\) is the electrode potential in the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale, so that the free energy of adsorption of Eq.1.14 is:

\[ \Delta G_{ads}^{*[AH-nH_2O]} = G_{d[AH-nH_2O]} - G_{nH_2O} - G_{A_{(g)}} - \frac{1}{2} \mu_{H_2} + neU \]

Using free energies also allows to express the results in terms of potentials\(^{24}\) using the Nernst equation for a reduction reaction:

\[ \Delta G^\circ = -nF U_{eq}^\circ \]

\(n\) is the number of moles of electrons transferred in the reaction, \(F\) is the Faraday constant (96.485 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) V\(^{-1}\) eq\(^{-1}\)) and \(U_{eq}^\circ\) is the standard equilibrium potential of the cell, referred to the NHE.

For an adsorption process, we can determine the standard equilibrium potential \(U_{ads}^\circ\) of reaction 1.16 when the free energy of adsorption in Eq.1.15 is set equal to zero, \(\Delta G_{ads} = 0\).
The adsorption energy can be linearly shifted through the value of $U$, the last term of Eq.1.15.

Thanks to the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model, we can calculate the energetics of various electrochemical processes with DFT involving a fixed number of proton-electron pairs. The CHE is widespread in the computational electrochemistry community. Other simplifications used to model the electrochemical system are the treatment of the solution-phase environment through the incorporation of a solvation model; implicit solvation, explicit solvation or explicit near-surface solvation, also known as micro-solvation.

In the work presented in this PhD thesis, solvation effects are applied through the explicit near-surface solvation model.

Another simple model, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, is the use of tabulated equilibrium standard redox potentials and simple thermodynamic cycles to determine the free energy of a charged species in bulk solution. This allows for the calculation of equilibrium potentials for reactions in which there is not an equal number of proton and electrons. Although this model is not new, we discuss its usefulness and implications in detail.

1.2 Applications – Electrochemical formic acid oxidation and CO$_2$ reduction reactions

The second motivation of this thesis is to applied the DFT methods discussed in the first part to study fundamental questions pertaining to formic acid oxidation and production on the Pd$_{333}$Pt(111) electrode surface. More specifically, we aim to understand the adsorption processes on the bare Pd$_{333}$Pt(111) and elucidate the poisoning mechanisms during the oxidation and reduction reactions.

1.2.1 Practical Motivation

One of the quests of major focus toward a sustainable society is that of increasing the usage of renewables as a source of energy and decreasing the usage of fossil fuels. The latter increase greenhouse gas emissions (CH$_4$, CO$_2$, N$_2$O and natural gas), correlated to the increase of global temperature, leading to negative consequences such as global warming and climate change. CO$_2$ is responsible for more than half of the total emissions.

Renewable energy can be harvested from wind turbines, solar panels, etc. At the moment, we still rely on petroleum and natural gas as our primary source of energy, as shown in Figure 1.2. In principle, we can produce renewable energy and store that energy in chemical bonds with electrochemical cells. In electrolyzers, renewable electricity can convert water and CO$_2$ into fuels such as hydrogen, methanol and formic acid. In fuel cells, hydrogen, methanol, or formic acid, are converted back into electrical energy through spontaneous electrochemical reactions at the two electrodes. Figure 1.3 illustrates a direct
formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC). The corresponding half-cell reactions at the anode and the cathode appear in Table 1.1.

![Figure 1.2](image)

**Figure 1.2**

A fuel cell can offer high energy conversion efficiency and its operation is clean, as long as the fuels are produced from renewable electricity (contrary to combustion processes using fossil resources). Fuel cells contain an ion-conducting electrolyte or membrane, a fuel inlet, an oxidant inlet (oxygen source), an outlet for the reaction products, and two electrodes (anode and cathode). What makes fuel cells lose efficiency in general are the overvoltages required to drive the reactions at the anode and the cathode at a given current density. The further these overvoltages are from the equilibrium potentials of the corresponding half reactions, the less efficient the cell is.

The electrodes in a fuel cell are either the catalyst itself or contain the catalysts dispersed as nanoparticles on a conductive support. The catalyst should be able to enhance the kinetics of the reaction (high activity), and it should also be selective and stable. That is why many research efforts have been devoted to develop catalysts for fuel cells for both anode and cathode, but most importantly for the latter where the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction takes place.
Figure 1.3 illustrates a simplified direct formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC). Hydrogen: light yellow, Oxygen: red, Carbon: dark grey. The fuel, formic acid (FA), is fed to the cell to reach the anode where the oxidation reaction occurs producing CO₂, protons, and electrons. The electrons flow from the anode to the cathode through an external circuit and the protons pass through the ion conducting-electrolyte to the cathode where they combine with oxygen and electrons to produce water. The fuel and oxidant that do not react, exit the cell as excess reactants.

In this cell, formic acid (FA) is the fuel. Since FA is liquid at room temperature and contains two hydrogen atoms, it is also referred to as “liquid hydrogen” and “hydrogen-carrier.” The half-cell anodic (oxidation of formic acid (FA)) and cathodic (oxygen reduction), reactions are shown in Table 1.1. The overall reaction is

$$HCOOH(l) + \frac{1}{2}O_2(g) \rightarrow CO_2(g) + H_2O(l)$$

and its cell potential is, $U_{\text{cell}} = (1.23 - (-0.11)) V \text{ vs } SHE)^{34} = 1.34 V \text{ vs } SHE.$

DFAFCs have attracted commercial attention because FA can be stored at standard atmospheric pressures, increasing its appeal in the portable market with respect to hydrogen, which requires high pressure tanks to be stored. Furthermore, the performance with perfluoro sulfonic acid membranes like Nafion® is better than methanol. Alongside the commercial attention, the electrocatalytic oxidation of FA attracts fundamental attention because FA is a simple model molecule to understand the oxidation reaction of other more complex organic molecules.
Scalability and commercialization of DFAFCs at the moment is stagnant due to the deactivation of their commercial Pt-based electrocatalysts. The deactivation is due to poising of the electrocatalysts with CO. Research efforts have been focused on finding alternative catalysts that can tolerate CO poisoning during the oxidation. Pd-based catalysts have shown to be a good alternative, primary because Pd poisons at a slower rate than Pt. However, Pd is still not an ideal catalyst for large-scale production of DFAFCs, due to their poor stability. Alternatives combining Pt- or Pd-based catalysts with other metals have shown improvements, not only on the stability but also toward CO poisoning. However, the fundamental explanation on why various materials seem to improve their CO tolerance remains elusive, and, therefore, proposes an interesting research question warranting further investigation. In Chapter 6 we aim to provide insight into this question by studying Pd₃Pt(111), a bimetallic catalyst, made of the two pure metals with the highest activity towards formic acid oxidation. It is also important to note that Pd₃Pt catalysts are highly active for the CO₂ reduction reaction. They can achieve CO₂ reduction to HCOOH at low overpotentials, and CO poisoning tolerance during the reduction reaction is observed, as well. Thus, they are appealing as bifunctional electrocatalysts for CO₂ reduction and FA oxidation.

Table 1.1 enumerates different types of fuel cells at different operating temperatures and the corresponding reactions at the anode and the cathode. Each of the half-cell reactions can be catalyzed by different materials that have been developed and optimized for the specific reactions.

### Table 1.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cells</th>
<th>Operating Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Anode</th>
<th>Cathode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFC (Alkaline)</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>H₂ + 2OH⁻ → 2H₂O + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + H₂O + 2e⁻ → 2H⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEM (Polymer Electrolyte Membrane)</td>
<td>60-120</td>
<td>H₂ → 2H⁺ + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + 2H⁺ + 2e⁻ → H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMFC (Direct Methanol)</td>
<td>60-120</td>
<td>CH₃OH + 2H₂O → CO₂ + 6H⁺ + 6e⁻</td>
<td>3/2 O₂ + H₂O + 2e⁻ → 2H⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFAFC (Direct Formic Acid)</td>
<td>50-80⁰⁹</td>
<td>HCOOH → CO₂ + 2H⁺ + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + 2H⁺ + 2e⁻ → H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAFC (Phosphoric Acid)</td>
<td>160-220</td>
<td>H₂ → 2H⁺ + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + 2H⁺ + 2e⁻ → H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF (Molten Carbonate)</td>
<td>600-800</td>
<td>H₂ + CO₂⁻ → H₂O + CO₂ + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + CO₂ + 2e⁻ → CO₂⁻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFC (Solid Oxide)</td>
<td>800-1000</td>
<td>H₂ + O₂⁻ → H₂O + 2e⁻</td>
<td>1/2 O₂ + 2e⁻ → O⁻</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2.2 Scientific Motivation

The fundamental motivation of the second part of this research comes from the need to know why PdPt catalysts show tolerance toward CO poisoning compared to Pt, during both oxidation of formic acid and reduction of CO$_2$ to formic acid.

To this end, we use well-defined surfaces of Pd and Pt in this research because the atomic-level control they provide can deliver a fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanisms we are interested in, specifically, the tolerance of Pd$_{x}$Pt$_{1-x}$(111) toward CO. Furthermore, there is a vast literature on the topic, particularly on Pt(111), that we can use to shape our understanding of the research questions that motivate us. Also, results obtained on single-crystal surfaces are ideally suitable for comparison to DFT calculations.

The formic acid oxidation reaction involves the transfer of two protons and electrons to form CO$_2$, as shown below.

\[
\text{HCOOH} \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_2(g) + 2 \text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^-
\]

The first mechanism for formic acid oxidation on Pt was proposed by Capon and Parsons, involving parallel catalytic routes called the direct and indirect pathways. They proposed that formic acid oxidizes to an active intermediate, *COOH, that could either undergo a dehydration (indirect pathway), where a poisoning species seems to form, or a dehydrogenation (direct pathway). In the indirect pathway, the poisoning species, now known as *CO,\textsuperscript{71,72} can be further oxidized to CO$_2$, while in the direct pathway the intermediate is directly oxidized to CO$_2$. Later, Cuesta and coworkers\textsuperscript{73} using attenuated total reflectance-surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (ATR-SEIRAS), suggested that the active intermediate for both the indirect and direct paths is adsorbed formate.

The proposal of formate as the active intermediate became controversial when evidence suggested that the faradaic current during the oxidation reaction was observed to increase faster than the formate coverage did,\textsuperscript{72} and also because in this configuration, both oxygens are bound to the surface, and breaking the C-H bond would cost about 1.0 eV.\textsuperscript{74} Therefore, Chen and coworkers\textsuperscript{72} proposed that formate is more a spectator than an active intermediate. Using DFT, Janik\textsuperscript{74} and Schwarz\textsuperscript{76} proposed that the active intermediate for the direct pathway could be formate with C-H down, as in this configuration the breakage of the C-H bond has a low or no barrier at all.

We can transfer this knowledge to other active catalysts such as Pd. Palladium is highly active for the formic acid oxidation reaction, and for some years CO poisoning was not visible in experiments. Vielstich showed in 1988\textsuperscript{75} that the catalyst could be deactivated by strongly adsorbed species, but evidence of the identity of the species was elusive. Nowadays, we have evidence that the deactivation of the catalysts is caused by CO formation on palladium, although at a much slower rate than on Pt.\textsuperscript{76} In addition, in relevant conditions for fuel cells, the catalyst is deactivated only after long periods of operation.\textsuperscript{77} Therefore, palladium is still an attractive catalyst because it is more tolerant to CO poisoning than Pt during formic acid oxidation. One of the drawbacks, however, is its
difficult preparation and cleaning, especially for single-crystal electrodes, limiting it to fundamental research.

As a result, research on bimetallic catalysts containing Pd and another easy to prepare and clean metal such as Pt, is a promising alternative to understand CO tolerance and increase the catalyst stability. Palladium overlayers grown epitaxially on Pt(hkl) have been investigated by various research groups, namely, those of Kolb, Feliu, Markovic and our group in Leiden. These catalysts showed high activity toward formic acid oxidation and clear resistance toward poisoning during the oxidation. Furthermore, Kortlever and coworkers showed the quasi-reversible behavior of the bimetallic catalyst for both formic acid oxidation and carbon dioxide reduction, as expected for a two-electron transfer reaction. This research was followed by work by Chen et al. on single crystal catalysts of Pd overlayers on Pt(100), i.e. Pd$_{\text{ML}}$Pt(100), to obtain a more fundamental understanding of the reaction mechanisms.

In the second part of this PhD thesis, we will expand the previous research and focus on comparative studies supported by DFT and experiments performed by Dr. Chen from our group on well-defined surfaces of Pt(111) and Pd$_{\text{ML}}$Pt(111). First, we study in detail the adsorption processes on the bare surface and then we move on to the catalytic reactions, namely, formic acid oxidation and carbon dioxide reduction, with a focus on understanding the absence of CO poisoning observed with the Pd$_{\text{ML}}$Pt(111) catalysts.

### 1.3 Scope and outline of this PhD thesis

This PhD thesis is organized in two parts: the first part, Chapters 2-4, discusses DFT methodologies based on affordable and simple approximations to facilitate the usability of DFT for electrochemical systems, aspiring toward precise, robust and practical procedures. It specifically focuses on near-surface solvation and methods to calculate accurate reference free energies of charged species and gas-phase species. In the second part, Chapters 5 and 6, these methods are applied to the study of electrocatalytic adsorption processes on Pd$_{\text{ML}}$Pt(111) and its CO tolerance during the formic acid oxidation reaction and carbon dioxide reduction. The simulations are complemented by relevant experimental results, performed by Dr. Xiaoting Chen from the experimental counterpart of the CASC research group.

In Chapter 2, we do a survey of the influence of different functionals, specifically those including and not including long-range interactions, on the near-surface solvation of hydroxide on different Pt near-surface alloys Pt-M-Pt (111). The calculated hydroxide solvation energies allow us to divide the functionals into two groups: over-binding and under-binding functionals. We observe that extrapolating solvation energies is safe when done within the same group of functionals. The difference on average between the solvation energies in these two groups is 0.15 eV. For accurate catalyst design for the oxygen reduction reaction, it is then recommended not to extrapolate energies from one group to the other, as the criteria for catalyst design for this reaction is $\Delta G_{\text{OH}} - \Delta G_{\text{OH}}^{\text{Pt(111)}} \approx 0.1 - 0.15$ eV.

In Chapter 3, we review and discuss a method to obtain free energies of charged species in bulk solution, important for electrochemical adsorption processes. This
method uses simple electrochemical thermodynamic cycles to map the energy of a neutral species with that of a charged species using a tabulated half-cell equilibrium reduction potential that contains the charged and the neutral species. With this method we can avoid DFT calculations of the charged species in bulk solution, which is challenging to perform with DFT. The method can be used to calculate equilibrium adsorption potentials involving charged species.

Chapter 4 presents a systematic workflow used to determine errors associated to organic functional groups on 27 different gas-phase molecules. We use this method for CO₂ reduction and CO reduction reactions and show that it is easy to implement and inexpensive, providing a very good match with experimental onset potentials determined for the CO₂ reduction reaction to CO. This method can be used to pinpoint errors of other molecules not studied here and increase the accuracy of DFT results for different exchange correlation functionals.

Chapter 5 discusses a comparative study of the adsorption processes on the well-defined PdₘₘₜₜPt(111) and Pt(111) by means of DFT calculations and experiments using cyclic voltammetry. The adsorption of hydroxide, hydrogen, oxygen and water was investigated at different coverages and as a function of applied potential, from which we built surface phase diagrams. We also studied the adsorption of various anions and found that they interact more strongly on PdₘₘₜₜPt(111) compared to Pt(111). Our results showed that the “hydrogen” region in the CV of PdₘₘₜₜPt(111) can be more accurately described as a “hydrogen-hydroxyl-cation-anion” region.

Chapter 6 extends the investigation from Chapter 5 to the electro-oxidation of formic acid to carbon dioxide, and the reverse reaction, that is the electroreduction of carbon dioxide to formic acid. We show the role of formate during the oxidation reaction as a spectator, the coverage of which prevents *CO poisoning at PdₘₘₜₜPt(111) at oxidizing potentials. During the electroreduction, PdₘₘₜₜPt(111) is poisoned by *CO at higher negative potentials compared to Pt(111). We show that the activation of the poisoning path is related to the adsorption of *COOH at earlier potentials on Pt than on PdₘₘₜₜPt(111).
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